Europe’s leading medicines drawer
for modern pharmacies.

COMFORT STORE

FULL ACCESS

AUTO CLOSE

EASY STEP

Fama GX – precision-engineered
and ergonomically designed.
Willach has been setting the benchmark for pharmacy
technology for more than 50 years. Ultimate quality and
total precision have made FAMA the leading storage
system for pharmacies. Thanks to sophisticated engineering, FAMA drawers will last a whole generation of
pharmacists and longer.

Fama GX has been specifically designed to store medicines,
paying special attention to ergonomics and functionality.
The result is a completely logical storage system that’s
extraordinarily convenient to use. No other system offers
you drawers that can store more packages within the
same space.

COMFORT STORE

COMFORT STORE

Fama GX drawers remain stationary in their fully open position so you can
remove or replenish products at your convenience. Subdividers, crossdividers and barcode holders combine to make it incredibly easy to keep
items organised for fast picking.
COMFORT STORE provides ergonomic access, keeping your hands free
when you’re operating the drawers.

FULL ACCESS

FULL ACCESS

Every Fama GX drawer can be pulled out to reveal its entire storage
capacity. It means you’ll always make good use of the space available and
it makes access easy too. It’s made possible by the sophisticated swingin mechanism, which stabilises the drawer from the inside when it’s open
and automatically folds away as it closes.
FULL ACCESS provides up to 10% more usable storage space in the
same area when compared to conventional drawers.

AUTO CLOSE

AUTO CLOSE

Fama GX drawers that are not fully extended close automatically when let
go. This return motion is facilitated by the high-precision engineering and
the slightly inclined guiding rails. Operating the drawers requires less
effort and also saves time as the drawers can be left to close themselves
immediately after use.
AUTO CLOSE means you can trust drawers to close completely while
you are already serving your customers.

EASY STEP

EASY STEP

Fama GX drawer bays offer total ease of use. Even the top drawers can be
comfortably accessed with the optional carriage step. Simply pull it out
with your foot and it locks into place when you stand on it. When you step
down again, the carriage step automatically retracts.
EASY STEP makes it possible to access the top drawers quickly,
comfortably and safely, without any need for ladders or extra steps.

Fama GX – perfect organisation,
impressive space efficiency.
Fama GX large-capacity drawers offer unparalleled space-saving medicine storage. No other system stores as many
products on the same footprint, and the flexible divider and labelling system ensures perfect order. What’s more, you
can readily rearrange stock, for example when there are new or discontinued articles.

Easy-care: Phosphating and powdercoating creates a dust-repellent surface
that’s easy to clean.

Long service life: The use of electrolytically
galvanised material protects the drawers
against corrosion and guarantees an
extremely long life.

Unique: The clever Fama GX
swing-in mechanism allows each
drawer to be fully extended and
yet remain completely stable.
That produces an additional
100 mm of usable depth in the
same space when compared to
conventional drawers.

Hygienic and practical: The powder-coated
wire-mesh base gives you a clear view of the
higher drawers from below. There’s nowhere
for dust to collect, which means you’ll spend
far less time cleaning.

Silent: Steel ball bearings that are dustproof, plastic-sheathed and lifetimelubricated ensure perfectly smooth
operation.

Unmistakeable identification: We offer a range of plastic
holders for systematic storage, giving you simple options to
provide clear labelling.
Label holders allow you to insert and remove product
cards in vertical format.

Efficient: Compartments can
be split using sub-dividers
to make the very best use of
space.

Barcode holders allow labelling in horizontal format.
Grid dividers with integrated label holder ensure that every
compartment can be clearly identified.

Optimal adjustability: Cross-dividers
with heights of 70, 105 and 140 mm can
be slotted into purpose-shaped ribs to
suit different package sizes.

Product identification: A well
thought-out labelling system
enables logical storage,
making it incredibly easy to
keep items organised for fast
picking.

Functional and stylish:
Fama Vision front panels
ensure a uniform gap pattern
in up to 28 colours (for details
see page 7).

Lockable: Fama GX
drawers are also available
with locks to prevent
unauthorised access.

Double height: Double height
drawers provide secure
storage for bulk packages,
containers and bottles; for
ergonomic reasons they are
best inserted at the top and
bottom of the drawer bay.

Ergonomic: The FAMA carriage step allows for simple and safe access to
the upper drawers with both hands.

Simply pull out the carriage When you step on it, the
step fully with your foot.
carriage step locks into
place…

…providing safe and nonslip support for accessing
the drawers.

Once you step off the carriage step again, it automatically retracts.

Fama GX – the right configuration
for any requirement.
Fama GX drawers can be individually adjusted to suit your needs. The interior is flexible enough for any requirement
thanks to a sophisticated system of dividers. The Fama GX product range includes drawers of different depths and
heights.

Configuration examples:

Compartments for unmixed articles:
Split packs of the same type can be
stored separately in the same compartment using a subdivider.

Double height:
Double-height drawers with gallery rods
are ideal for stocking bulk packages,
containers and bottles.

Without central divider:
Fama GX is also available with one
continuous mesh base and no central
divider for the storage of very large items.

Compartments for mixed articles:
Split packs or slow-mover items stocked
in very low quantities can be organised
next to each other in one compartment to
save space.

Aprons for gallery rods:
The drawer sides can be closed off with
aprons to keep stacked packages (e.g.
excess stock) or bulk material (syringes,
cannulas) in place while also providing dust
protection.

Steel cross-dividers:
Create large compartments by inserting
steel cross-dividers wherever you need
them.

Product range:
Fama GX drawers are available in 2 depths and 2 heights (each height of 4 different measurements).

Fama GX single height

Fama GX double height

1000 mm

1200 mm

Width and depths:

410 mm

Heights:

100/125/
150/175 mm
200/225/
250/275 mm
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Vision 1 + 2 zwei unterschiedliche Frontblenden in vern an. Für die einfache Clip-Montage. Kosteneffizient und

Individual look in shape and colour
1

It’s your choice: Fama Vision steel front panels are offered in 28 colours*.
They are simple, cost-effective and easily fitted: you just clip them on. A clean joint pattern is guaranteed.
Alternatively, front panels made of wood or other materials can be fitted.

2

Fama Vision

MA
2

* Fama Vision is only available for single-height drawers measuring 125 mm (for double-height drawers: 250 mm).
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Standard

Willach white (R9002)
gloss

Standard Plus

Willach silver grey metallic (R9007)
silk gloss

Signal white (R9003)
silk gloss

Special colours

Ivory (R1014)
silk gloss

Zinc yellow (R1018)
mat

Mellon yellow (R1028)
gloss

Pastel yellow (R1034)
silk gloss

Pastel orange (R2003)
silk gloss

Carmine red (R3002)
silk gloss

Ruby red (R3003)
mat

Rose (R3017)
gloss

Traffic red (R3020)
mat

Salmon pink (R3022)
gloss

Claret violet (R4004)
gloss

Signal blue (R5005)
mat

Cobalt blue (R5013)
mat

Pastel blue (R5024)
silk gloss

Yellow green (R6018)
silk gloss

White green (R6019)
silk gloss

Signal green (R6032)
mat

Nut brown (R8011)
mat

Window grey (R7040)
silk gloss

Blue grey (R7031)
mat

Cream white (R9001)
gloss

Pure white (R9010)
silk gloss

White aluminium metallic (R9006)
silk gloss

Anthracite metallic (W0001)
gloss

Anthracite grey (R7016)
mat

Willach Pharmacy Solutions.
The right prescription for every pharmacy.
Willach is one of the world’s leading companies for medicine storage and dispensing equipment.
With FAMA and CONSIS, Willach can provide whole system solutions for the conventional and fully
automated storage and dispensing of medicine packages, for any type of pharmacy, for any size of
pharmacy. Willach undertakes all product development and production in Germany to assure the
highest quality standards.

robotic systems

FAMA drawers provide fast access to
packages, with good visibility, excellent
space utilisation and ergonomically
perfect operation. No other system offers
you drawers that can store more packages
within the same space.

UK Sales Office:
Willach Pharmacy Solutions
Birmingham Business Park
1310 Solihull Parkway
Birmingham B37 7YB
United Kingdom
Phone +44 (0) 1216 355 025
info.uk@willach.com
www.willach.com
German Head Office:

shelving systems
FAMA shelving systems were developed as
a modular system to achieve the greatest
possible flexibility. They can be adapted
precisely to your individual requirements,
storing the items in trays, drawers or on
flat shelves. Worktops can be integrated
as well.

Willach Pharmacy Solutions GmbH
Stein 2
53809 Ruppichteroth
Germany
Phone +49 (0) 2295 9208 0
Fax +49 (0) 2295 9208 499
info@willach.com
www.willach.com
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drawer systems

Product descriptions, drawings and illustrations represent neither assured characteristics nor declarations of guarantee.

CONSIS robots offer a tailor-made and
highly efficient automation concept for
your pharmacy. Whether you want to save
time or gain space, CONSIS has the right
solution for every situation.

